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Goals
To develop a theory of competition in
portfolio management and resulting
asset pricing
 To verify the theory with an experiment
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Past Research
Contract theoretic :
What is the optimal contract between one
investor (principal) and one manager (agent)?
(Bhattacharya-Pfleiderer [1985], Stoughton
[1993], Heinkel and Stoughton [1994], Ou-Yang
[2003], Dybvig et al [2010]…)
 Talent among managers (Berk-Green [2004])
 Pricing implications if managers had complete
freedom choosing portfolios and are
compensated in specific ways (e.g., fixed % of
value of assets under management) (Brennan
[1993], Cornell and Roll [2005], Cuoco-Kaniel
[2006])
 Agranov et al [2010]: what offers will be given by
two managers? Offers = portfolios!
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Where We Differ:


There is never an exclusive relationship
investor-manager:

◦ Investors can choose many managers
◦ The individual rationality constraint for the
manager is endogenous: it depends what other
managers are doing

“Doing” = promising portfolios (like Agranov,
but we will assume free entry – perfect
competition)
 There will be no talent
 We study not only the nature of portfolios
offered (given a manager fee structure), but
also the impact on prices in the market,
assuming that only managers trade
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Theoretical Background





Rothschild-Stiglitz (1976): competitive
equilibrium for insurance contracts – they
look at deductibles offered in equilibrium
Extension (and experimental test) in
Asparouhova (2006)
Despite controversies, this equilibrium
predicts outcomes well:
◦ In the lab (provided equilibrium is Pareto
optimal); see Asparouhova (2006)
◦ Emergence of subprime mortgages
◦ Banks don’t (need to) check creditworthiness
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Theoretical Setting
Managers offer (to invest in units of) a
particular convex linear combination of
Arrow-Debreu securities
2. Investors get proceeds minus a fixed fee f
per contract (back-end load fee)
3. Investors hand over enough assets to
managers needed to implement the
promised portfolio
4. Importantly: managers are bailed out when
proceeds from investment is not sufficient to
cover fee
Fourth point leads to sharp predictions which
will aid interpretation of the results from the
experiment (meant not to imitate reality, but to
test theory)
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Equilibrium Definition
Supply is equal to demand in the intermanager market
 Everyone behaves optimally (subject
to budget constraint)
 There is no portfolio (of A-D securities)
different from contracted portfolios and
such that it would make at least one
investor better off.
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Main Theory Result
There exists an equilibrium where
 Managers offer to trade to portfolios
that implement Arrow-Debreu (AD)
securities
 CAPM pricing holds in the intermanager marketplace
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Intuition




In terms of state securities, manager
DERIVED demands equal investor
(original) demands net of a (stateindependent) fee, so they satisfy the
same key property needed for CAPM to
emerge: PORTOLIO SEPARATION
(demand = constant + state-dependent
component that is the same for everyone
up to a constant of proportionality)
Entrants who enter and try to “replace”
certain “AD” managers (who offer AD
securities) will force investors to pay their
fee in ALL STATES, unlike AD managers
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Variations in the experiment


In experiment, shares are not determined by values (of
assets) contributed to managers (we don’t know prices
beforehand!)
◦ … but by EXPECTED values
◦ Which gives the same sharing as long as expected values
of initial endowments are the same across subjects
◦ They were, to within $1



In experiment, fees are determined not as a fixed
charge per contract unit,
◦ … but as a percentage of the expected value of the
contributed assets
◦ Which makes the (equivalent) fees-per-contract STATEDEPENDENT
◦ Which destroys CAPM pricing in the inter-manager market,
but keeps “weak CAPM”
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Weak CAPM







“State-price probability ratios are
inversely related to the aggregate wealth
in a state”
(State-price probability ratios = “Radon
Nikodym derivative of risk neutral
probabilities w.r.t. physical probabilities”)
Intuition: States when investors are
expected to be “poor” are expensive
… a robust finding in experiments where
subjects invest DIRECTLY
(Asparouhova-Bossaerts-Plott 2003,
Bossaerts-Plott 2004)
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Implementation
Investors choose managers and hand over enough
assets (in value) for manager to ``implement promised
allocations”
 Equivalent to:


1.
2.
3.

Investors choose manager
Investors hand over assets and get a share in the
managers portfolio equal to the value of the contributions
relative to all contributions
Management fees are a percentage of (value) of assets
under management (charged as back-end)

PROBLEM: we don’t know value (yet) when shares are
determined
 (Same problem in the “real world,” where it is solved in
an “unfair” way - use PAST closing prices to determine
relative shares)
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What if…
… we determine shares based on
EXPECTED payoff of contributed assets.
 If all investors start with initial wealth with
same expected payoff and same value then
1. Investors still prefer managers who offer
AD securities
2. WEAK CAPM holds
 (Only change: expressed as fraction of AD
securities, fees are now state dependent)
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Experiment









Week-long “periods”
Three one-period assets (NOT AD securities!)
32 managers and ~70 investors
Managers receive assets, shares for investors
determined by relative expected value of
contributed assets
Fee paid as a percentage of expected value of
assets under management, charged after
liquidating dividends are received (BUT: we
bail out)
$25K experiment!
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Investor
Choices
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Investor Choices

Regression of Manager Market Share onto:
◦ LaggedDistanceAD: Distance of (lagged) manager portfolio from AD
payoff pattern
◦ LaggedReturn: Lagged realized return on manager portfolio

Investors prefer managers who offer portfolios closer to AD
security, but also managers that generated high returns. The
latter:
◦ May indicate “resolution of indifference” between managers with same
distance from AD security
◦ Corresponds to “flows follow performance” in the “real” world
◦ (May provide an additional (observable!) measure of how far manager is
from offering an AD security [returns increase in closeness to AD
security in ‘good’ state])
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Prices
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IMPLIED State-Price Probability
Ratios (SPP)
(Weak) CAPM predicts:
SPP(X)>SPP(Z)>SPP(Y) (See aggregate dollar
wealth across states – above)
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Statistical Test: Do State-Price
Probability Ratios (SPP) Drift (Back) To
Weak CAPM?

Bossaerts-Plott 2004: “tau” tests “no drift” against
“drift to re-ranking of SPP according to weak
CAPM”
 Confidence intervals based on bootstrapping.
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Effect of Market Concentration On
Pricing




Lagged return has an effect on flows of
funds
This leads to higher concentration, and
deterioration in pricing
(Consistent with Bossaerts-Plott-Zame
2007)
GINI Concentration
Index
tau

-0.54
(0.26)

Market Share Of
Largest Manager
-0.58
(0.23)
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FYI: (Strong) CAPM Pricing
Numerical calculations: CAPM is not
much affected because of how fee
payment scheme in experiment differs
from (base) theory
 Measure how far pricing is from
CAPM: SRD = Difference between
Sharpe ratio of market portfolio and
maximal Sharpe ratio
 Correlation of SRD with tau: 0.55 (s.e.
0.25)
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Conclusions






We propose a new theory of competition
in contracts among fund managers
focusing NOT on fees BUT on portfolio
composition
The theory includes a prediction about
pricing in the (inter-manager) asset
market
Experimental results support the main
implications of the theory regarding
◦ manager portfolio composition and investor
choices
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